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        Skiers Head North to Snow-Sure Scandinavia as the Alps Heat Up    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — It’s just below freezing along Sweden’s western border and the sun is starting to peek out through the clouds. In the busy queue to the six-seater World Cup Express chairlift at the Stöten resort—roughly six hours’ drive from Stockholm—skiers are chatting away in Danish, Dutch, English and German. These days, more of those…            
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        Federer-Backed On Disappoints With Sales Forecast, Results    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Swiss sneaker maker On Holding AG forecast sales growth for this year that disappointed investors, sending shares to their biggest-ever decline. The Roger Federer-backed company also posted revenue in the last quarter of 2023 that narrowly missed analysts’ estimates.  The shares tumbled as much as 19% in early New York trading, the most…            
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        SNB Should Cut Rates Without Awaiting ECB, Sarasin’s Junius Says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank shouldn’t wait for global peers to cut interest rates and ought to go ahead with a move next week, according to Bank J Safra Sarasin Ltd Chief Economist Karsten Junius. In a commentary published on Neue Zuercher Zeitung’s The Market website on Wednesday, he warned that Switzerland’s economy is…            
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        Stocks Struggle Near Record Before Inflation Data: Markets Wrap    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Stocks pushed away from their all-time highs amid a slide in a handful of big techs, with traders awaiting readings on inflation and retail sales for clues on the Federal Reserve’s next steps. Equities struggled to gain traction after a rally that has defied every doomsday scenario on Wall Street. Despite the pause…            
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        Swiss Watchdog Needs Power to Cut Bank Bonuses, Ex-CEO Angehrn Says    
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                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland’s financial regulator Finma should have the power to rein in bank bonuses if the country wants to prevent future crises, its former chief executive officer said Tuesday. Finma needs to be able to exert “influence over the compensation architecture and individual, let’s say, bonus pool decisions of the large banks,” Urban Angehrn…            
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        SNB’s Jordan Is Still the Million-Dollar Central Banker    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Swiss National Bank President Thomas Jordan earned a salary of 951,700 Swiss francs ($1.1 million) in 2023, making him one of the world’s best paid central bank chiefs. That compensation is an increase of about 2.5% from the previous year, according to Bloomberg calculations based on the annual report published Tuesday. His total…            
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        Nestle Faces Investor Challenge Over Healthy Food Targets    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Nestle SA is facing a formal demand from some shareholders, including Legal & General Investment Management, to significantly improve the amount of healthy food the Swiss consumer group sells.  A coalition of investors, led by ShareAction, has filed a resolution asking the maker of Kit Kat chocolate bars to set an internationally accepted…            
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        SNB Says Review of UBS Capital Needed Due to Increased Scale    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Swiss regulators should re-examine the capital requirements placed on UBS Group AG in the light of its increased size following the takeover of Credit Suisse, the Swiss National Bank said.  “The systemic importance of UBS has increased considerably with the acquisition of Credit Suisse,” the central bank said in its annual report published…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: SNB Says Review of UBS Capital Needed Due to Increased Scale        
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        SNB’s Balance Sheet Is Just Too Big for Comfort, OECD Warns    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank’s large balance sheet “raises risks and challenges” that officials should take care to navigate, according to the OECD.  The size of the central bank’s assets hoard, which has more than tripled since 2010 to about 105% of gross domestic product, means it’s vulnerable to very large losses, the Paris-based…            
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        Swiss Government Cuts Its Inflation Forecast to 1.5% This Year    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland’s government cuts its inflation forecast owing to weaker price growth at the start of the year, a piece of evidence that could support an earlier-than-expected cut from the central bank this week. Consumer prices will grow at an annual 1.5% in 2024, down from 1.9% in its prior forecast, the State Secretariat…            
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        UBS Has Better Business Mix Than Morgan Stanley, JPMorgan Says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — UBS Group AG’s more diversified wealth management exposure and business mix makes it more attractive than US peer Morgan Stanley, according to analysts at JPMorgan Chase & Co.  While both firms are forecast to generate about 60% of earnings from asset-gathering businesses in 2027, JPMorgan analyst Kian Abouhossein said the Swiss bank has…            
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        BOJ Watchers Look to European Road Map After Move From Subzero    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Now that Bank of Japan Governor Kazuo Ueda has scrapped negative interest rates and the yield curve control program, the experience of Europe may offer investors clues on where things are heading. The European Central Bank and some continental peers have also moved out of subzero territory in the last couple of years…            
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        Used Patek Philippe and Rolex Prices Stabilize for a Second Month     
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                (Bloomberg) — Prices for the most popular second-hand Rolex and Patek Philippe watches were mostly flat for a second month, suggesting an almost two-year slump could be nearing an end as stock markets hit records and Bitcoin rebounds. The Bloomberg Subdial Watch Index declined 0.1% to $33,628, according to data provided by Subdial, a London-based…            
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        Lonza Buys Roche Site for $1.2 Billion to Bolster Biologics    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Lonza Group AG agreed to buy a manufacturing facility in the US from Roche Holding AG for $1.2 billion, adding production capacity in the rapidly growing field of biologic medicines. The facility in Vacaville, California, is one of the largest biologics manufacturing sites in the world by volume and will complement Lonza’s own…            
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        SNB to Start Cutting Interest Rates in June, Survey Shows    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank will start lowering interest rates sooner than previously predicted, according to a Bloomberg survey of economists. The first 25 basis-point cut will come in June, with two more to follow in September and December, bringing the key rate to 1%. The new rate path — arriving just as the…            
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        Fed, BOJ to Lead a Week of Rate Decisions for Half the World    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Investors may glean more on the Federal Reserve’s resolve to ease and how close Japan is to finally exiting negative interest rates as central banks set policy for almost half the global economy. The coming week features the world’s biggest agglomeration of decisions for 2024 to date, including judgments on the cost of…            
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        SNB Discloses Carbon Footprint, Won’t Change Investment Policy    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank won’t change how it invests its huge foreign-currency reserves for environmental reasons, once again rebuffing calls for it to take a more active stance on climate change. It said it’s “not authorized to pursue structural policies” and pursuing such actions could make it more difficult for it to fulfill…            
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        Traders Await Fed With Luxury in Focus After Gucci: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Luxury stocks led losses in Europe after Gucci-owner Kering SA warned about declining sales, fueling worries about high-end consumer spending in China. Treasuries and US equity futures were steady before today’s Federal Reserve meeting. Kering sank 15%, one of the biggest drops in the Stoxx 600 Index, with LVMH, Burberry Group Plc and…            
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        SNB Chief Exits After Decade of Market and Bank Drama    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                (Bloomberg) — Thomas Jordan will leave the Swiss National Bank later this year after more than a decade as president, ending an era where his institution was at the heart of currency and banking turmoil that rippled around the world. Switzerland’s longest-serving central bank chief since World War II, the 61-year-old native of Biel in…            
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        Bond Yields Jump as Hot Inflation Curbs Fed Wagers: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — The world’s biggest bond market sold off after another hot inflation report reinforced bets the Federal Reserve will be in no rush to cut rates even as some areas of the economy show signs of sluggishness. Treasury yields climbed and stocks retreated as the data underscored the Fed’s challenges in achieving its 2%…            
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